INTRODUCTION
The difficulty in attempting Ni'IR on spin-1 deuterium is the enormous broadening of the powder spectrum hy the anisotropy of the nuclear electric quadrupole interaction. The. well knmm theoretical lineshape for the case of high magnetic field and axially symmetric electric field gradient, illustrated in Fig. 1 9-10 mandatory. · · It also requires minute adjustment of the axis of rotation with respect to the laboratory field direction since the broadest deuterium spectra \o:ert~ 11.arrm,red by about three orders of inagnitude. We believe tlwt th:Ls -.;vork strongly complements measurement of the chemical shift anisottopy by double-quantum spectroscopy and that together they provide a useful tool for the study. bf deute.riurri iil solids .
·.EXPERIMENTAL
The pm.,rder samples were rotated ~1ith a turbine of the Henriot- Two important observations must be discussed: 1) the rigid molecular positions which retain the full anisotropic quadrupole coupling range contribute much less relative intensity than expected, 2) the absorption line widths are from 1. 5 to 3. 5 ppm at ha.l f maximum height. The first observation is in part the result of applying a pulse for which V{ <vQ.
Under this condition, the pulse does not excite equally over the spectn:nu. 
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